Abstract. Establishing food safety warning system hierarchy based on AHP,through the HACCP system and the time sequence related knowledge, the food safety critical control index is obtained,combined with the nine level scale method, the five point scale scale to establish the judgment matrix and calculate the food safety control index weight value,and construct food safety warning model,monitoring of food safety state in Real-time,combinate the time series can minimize the risk.in a time stamp.A food safety early warning model was established for vegetable processing in a prefecture level city and validate the validity of the early warning model.
Introduction
Food safety early warning system plays an important role in the national food safety strategy. In the "food safety information early warning model based on association rules mining", Gu Xiaolin proposed the food safety information based on association rules algorithm [1] . Zhang Debin proposed based on the BP neural network algorithm training experience data samples to establish a food safety model to predict the risk of food safety [2] . Based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and the time series correlation analysis, this paper establishes a food safety early warning model，with practical and systematic characteristics，qualitative and quantitative analysis of the key factors in the food safety control chain, So as to establish an effective food safety warning model.
, base on the importance of each element to construct the judgment matrix.
Determination of factor weight and consistency check. In this paper, the root method is used to solve the characteristic vector that is the weight value W i . The solution procedure is as follows： 
R C
, the consistency of judgment matrix is considered, else the consistency of judgment matrix is not considered, should be re adjusted estimates, until the satisfaction of the consistency test.
Mining sequential association rules using Apriori algorithm (1) Frequent sets with time series attributes are used to mining the support degree than the minimum support degree by using Apriori algorithm [5] .
(2) List the regular pattern of the frequent sets, and find out the time sequence association rules which satisfy the minimum support degree.
(3) Find the time sequence association rules which satisfy the minimum confidence.
Example and analysis of food safety Pre-warning model
Obtain the key control factors of vegetable processing products. It can be concluded that the key control indexes in the control chain of vegetable processing products are shown in Get data and test model. It can be calculated that the vegetable processing product safety index was 3.25 in May, this is consistent with a slightly smaller food safety situation at that time.
Summary and Prospect
In this paper, AHP analysis method establishment of food security early warning model based on the theory of temporal association and hierarchy analysis is introduced the basic principle of the method, and verify the effectiveness of the prediction model, combined with temporal association knowledge can effectively control the risks, within a certain time stamp of the risk to a minimum.
